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STUDY OF THE DISCIPLINE -BASED EDUCATION-VS:-LIBERAL EDUCATION
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, S.P.J.C.

I. Introduction

A. The Community'College movement is relatively new as an

institution. It has come in four varietieg: Private two-year

liberal arts schools; priyate schools for those unable to

meet admission requirements at the four-year institution;

public lunior colleges (state supported); and vocati.onal-

technical-general education institutions (Thornton, 1960;

Moore, 1970; Gfeazer, 1968-73).

The past decade, the junior college or community junior

college has come of age (Moore, 1970; Gleazer, 1973). With

this change have come radical demands to Open the door to

all students (Roueche, 1973; Moore, 1970; Gleazer, 1968-73).

B. The specific problem this study attempted to analyze,

and offer a cure, was namely, "that the junior colleges were

oriented toward a discipline-based approach to curricula

while the vocational-technical, continuing education oriented

institutions were bypassed. To put it more succinctly, the

discipline-based structure was oriented toward university

parallel programs and the latter was oriented toward the "non-

university-material" students. This dichotomy presented a

4



division whereby the "two-year4olleges" were being forced

to change. The, two -year institutions were not just

appendages of the university systems,- nor were they to be

considered a step-child to 'the elite 'systeds of edUcation.

They were ,unique insti,tutions with services to justify

their separate existence.

C. "If higher education is to contribute ..: .(to edu-

cational demands of the two-year college students), the time

for action is now"(Gleazer, 1973). Specifically, the re-
,

searchers attempted to study -one department in the college

(Social Sciences), to ascertain if it was utilizing a

discipline-based approach to the total college curricula.
1

D. The movement to Liberal Education* as a viable alterna-

tive to discipline-based currimila** has the potential to

change the orientation, structure and goals of cpmmunity

colleges in the U.S.A. "If higher education is to contribute

(to the, movement) ... the time for action is now" (Gleazer,

1973).

* Liberal Education will mean edu;ation which seeks mastery of
bodies of information and knowledge, but coherence among them,
that enhances personal development...competence in shaping of
physical and social world we inhabit and a philosophy of life

. adequate for the individual life-style.

**Di,ciplinary-based curricula are by design specialized constel-
lations - paradigms - of assumptions and meth9dologies. The
disciplines are "eyes," as it were, thrdugh which the world is
seen and analyzed;. they impose particular agendas and,points of
view that have in practice produced *'even finer degrees of
specialization and refinement.

5
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The Major issue the researchers attempted to, deal with in

this study was. related to the main'question, "!s the disci-

pline basis in education adequate for the organization of

liberal_leal:ning?" In thy past, reforms have been.extraor-

dynarily difficult to achieve...not always due to intransi-
,,,

gence, but due to the inadequate understanding of factors

which facilitate or inhibit change:

__

E. Dr. William Van T11 (January, 1974) identifies four

schools of thought as to. the best education for twentieth-
/

century Americans. His synthesis moves from the learner and
, -

his needs, values, social realities, to the'discipline

approach. He is suggesting change, as does Gleazer (1973), .>

as he says that the educational mission has changed and the

structure (framework) presents a change lag, or dead-end

planehing.

1. The change-lag in the Department of Social Sciences

isvisible in the discipline-basis for course offering

determination. lt,could be referred to as the tra-

ditional approach where'courses are offered based on

past results and faculty structure needs instead of pro-

gram-student need's. There is a tendency to lo4 behind
4

rather than ahead and too many of the instructors are

"married" to their disciplines rather thah assuming a
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comprehensive approach toward the teaching of the Social

Sciences. Concepts such as: don't rock the boat - keep

the faculty happy (a maintenance of.the status quo), seem

to override the desire for any significant change. The

researchers attempted to offer a more efficient and con-

structive model to match resources, demands and pro-

ductivity within the.decision=Makipg process (governance)

for_the purpose of ensuring a more realistic and timely

responSe to student needs.

2. S.P4J.C.is in the process of developing I change in

structure, orientation, and goals from a discipline-based

curricula to a prograM-based approach. This change is

the future (1975-76) as the schedule now reads. (Dr.

Norman Stephens, Director of Educational Planning and

Research).

F. This study attempted to study the Department of Social

Sciences, S.P.J.C., in relation to one facet of this change -

namely, "How does the Department of Social Sciences make

decisions on resources and productivity in course scheduling

to relect, the needs of the students, social realities,

humanistic values and the disciplines?"
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The researchers attempted. to develop a mdel - a rank order

priority system *- to use ih the evaluation of this question.

The model or.composite-priority matrix development attempt-
.

.ed to evaluate the present system of scheduling courses and

its adequacy in meeting program based student demands,. Also,

the question of program-course demands should indicate some

data.on the institution's commitment to 'liberal education.

11. Definition/"Of Terms%

S - Student
SS - Students
DBO - Discipline-based curricula
P80 Program-based curricula
SPJC - St. Petersburg Junior College
SS - Department of Social Sciences, B:P.J.C.
CPPM Course Prograin Priority,Matrix
SD - Student' demands for course hours
CD .- Cost demand per creat hour
CRV - Cumulative Program-Cost-Student demand priority value
PSDV Rriority.Student Demand Value
PCDV Pribrity Cost Demand Value

n

111.Hypotheses:

A. The researchers hypothesized that the decision-making
-.,

managers attempt to perpetuate the study of discipline-
.

based education, and/or Program-Technipal-Vocational-6,ased

education exclusive of the need for liberal educatiow,in

the 'cbmmuni.ty. col lege.

8
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8. A.null hypothesis that both discipline-based education and

Program-Technical-Vocational education show no signifidant

differences in their decisions to perpetuate the dichotomy

instead of attempting a synthesis of the two.

1V.^Asumptions and Limitations

1. This study was limited to one social science department..,

Therefore, it.is a specific study and should not be

generalized to other departments or colleges without

further testing.

2..This study assumes.liberal education and general education

. vis-a-vis Moore, Gleazer,.et al, has similar meaning and

is a higher value than traditional elite education fOr

the .community dollege student.
\,/

3. The assigned values for the.ehree demand areas - student
.

demand, program_course demand and cost per credit hour

demand - were arbitrarily and subjectively set to give

\
, .

student demands a high priority value over cost demands.

4. The assignment of a priority value for each pf the five

areas was projected after reading Thornton, 1960; Moore,

1970; Roueche, 1968; and Glelzer, 1973. The 'priority -.

scale' for the model was assigned with a student-orientation

bias 1 the researchers' conceptual perspectives.



5. The model developed for,CPPM should give more systematic,

and orderly scheduling of courses based, upon objectNe

criteria. However, there will be .a need to test this

model over several years to authenticate its worth;

6. In assessing the value, of 'specialized education,' general

education and electives, the researthers used Thornton,

1960 (p. 189 -- a 40%.0%-20% Tespective).

V. Significance of the\Problem and Literature'

A. The problem manifests itself in three areas. First, if

a liberal education in the community college is to be-a

fact for all stuclen,ts, the decision-Wkers will ;ave to

move from the "rationalistic" philosophy of "higher edu-

cation (i,e., the community college), 'and will have to at

least attempt to consider the "realistic" philosophy in

higher education. -"The rationalist position assumes

'that the distinctiye factor in man is his rationality,'

and the:cultivation of man's reason is tfiesole aim of

education, or, of life itself.' " (Thornton, 1960, p.4)

"The realist position, on the Other hand, emphasizes the

thatthat the verb 'teach' has an i.ndirect object,

the learner, as well as a direct object, the subject

matter." (Ibid., p'.5)

10
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The concludes that all men share common needs -

as citizens, as individuals, as family members. Therefore,

he feels obligated to educate individals to these ends.

This is Gleazer's vjew (1973) as in Moore's (1970) philo-

sophical orientation.

The researchers have adopted the 'realist' perspective

on higher education and have attempted to open the door

of the community college to at least a small degree to the

"other than uniyerity,ellte-sfudent," or the type stu-
, .

s'dents described in Oleazer, Moore, Roueche, Thornton and

Van Tit.

Thornton puts it succinctly.as he says:

"Mearable youths have abillTies which are not tra-
Aitionally valued by the college; either they are, not
attracted to the college,or they leave it because
nothing in the curriculum seems to have value or mean-

, ing for them. On the other 'hand, the social groups
that now do not desire or aspire to college at one time
in our history could not read or write; at a, later
period; they withdrew their children 'from school at
ten or twelve or fourteen years of age, although now
they "look favorably on a high school education." If
we can provide early identification and guidance of
talented young people, local opportynities for higher
education at minimum cost to the student, and curriculums
clearly relevant to the demands of modern times, many
more of these able students will be, encouraged to
complete two or four or eves more years of college.
The value to the nation of isuch an outcome would far
exceed its cost." (1960, p.1,1)



Moore, somewhat more caustic in his criticism ofthe "open

door," saits:

"Too often the term o en-dbor is hypocritical rhetoric.
It is a catch phrase which implies every student can
enroll in the collegN9pen-door means more than the
idea that every student with a high,school diploma can
go.to college. It also means that the student, regard-
less of his level of achiememenfwill receive the best
education possible in thocollege commensurate with his
needs, efforts, motivation, aril abilities. In reality,
however, most community colleges develop the traditional
programs andcurrioula which prepare able students to
transfer to the senior institution, or terminal _students
to go directly into employment. The overwhelming
majority of two-year institutions neither develop the
same commitment, establish the same priorities nor
utilize the same precision And creativity in developing
the programs' and curricula. for the educationally dis-
advantaged student as they do for the able student.
This student is one of the academically overlooked - or
perhaps, ignored. Disregard for the marginal student
is one of the provoodtive footnotes which demonstrate
the inabilrty of higher education to come, to terms in
dealing with the non-traditional college student. In

this way, post-secondary education has made little or no
attempt to manage change or to match the prevailing needs
with the times."'(1970, p.5)

Van.Til lists 'the four major schools of thought:

"I think we can, Oeneify At least fousr,schools of thought
as to the best ejOca0on for twentieth-century Americans.
At'the risk of oversimplification, we wi11 call them
(1) the view which stressed the needs of the learner,
(2) thek view which stressed social realities, (3) the,
view which emphasized values, and (4) the approach which
stressed teaching the disciplines." (1973, p.3)

Then, Van Til concludes:

"I still know of no better education than that to which
John Dewey aspired, an education which recognized the
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importance'of the needs and interests of the individual
learner, 44114ch illuTinated social realities, which helped
clarify value ctiOices; and. Which, in time, eventuated In
the understanding of organized subject matter." (Ibid,
p.134

0
If Roueche's criteria for ;the ''open -door' is acceptable: 'N

"Some col le§e will set certain selective standards for
admission and,retention of students, but community
colleges will keep their doors open to any person, youth
or adult, who can profit by what the colleges can offer,
and the colleges will strive to offer what the people
can profit by.

The basic criterion for admission to a communjty4junior
college is graduation from high school. Individuals
eighteen years of 'age and oV'e,who appear capable of
profiting from the instruction' offered are also eligible
for admission in most institutions. By law, this ad-
missions policy has been assigned to the community
college, which n most states must admit all high scHool
graduates and quits who seek admission." (1968, p.1)

...then Gleazer 's statement on the mission of the collage

is valid:

"The mission I 'am proposing here assumes no rigid patterns
and schedules to satisfy either the 'custodial' or
'rite of passage' function: It assumes that each individ-
ual, has potential and should have opportunities to
develop it.

The goal of providing successful learning experiences
for every student is idealistic aild probably unachiev-
able; however, that is,no reason to reject it." (1973,
p.88)

Gleazer then says, "The+e is more to life than a career,"

and suggests courses and programs in avocational,,cultuxa

social, and political spheres. He ,says,,

13
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"Courses and programs in these areas are just as appro.:.
priate and valuable as traditional courses, and 'they
deserve the same support and recognition.

In the 'final analysis, the significance and value of /
a learning experierwe depend on the learner, not on
tradition or the opinions of educators.'A (Ibid., p.89).

It is to be pointed out that.thereis no area of a community

college program that is beset by more confusing eddies about what

is respectable and legitimate in college offerings than the job of

preparing people for employment vis-a-vis transfer to the urver-

sity and the bachelor's degree (Gle er, 1973).

The Legislators want more students enrolled in vocational-

technical programs and businessmen want a greater range of tech-

nical skills developd.

The March 9, 1974 issue of Business Week pointed out that there

were not many jobs for well - rounded college grade, that special i-

zation is the naive of the game. Employers are swamped with appli-

cariOns and can afford to be very choosy. They want practical

skills alspg with that degree. Already there's a marked trend

among students away from humanities courses, and toward the sciences.

The rapidlychanging economic and social climate win doubtless

feet the new job marked for years to come. The energy shortage

is expected to spur the rising demand for engineers - currently

running 31% ahead of last year, according to a recent College



Placement Council survey. Only a few years_ago, the outlook,for

enineers was bleak. The article further pointed out that stu-

dents with business and financial backgrounds are "in the catbird

seat."

Also'according to Gleazer, most administrators, many faculty,

people in the communities, and boards ortru'siees express ai_strong

desire that more attention be.given to job preparation. However,

there are some dissenting views particularly among recent high

school graduates. (Gleazer, 1973)

The literature has authenticated Gleazer's position that the

concept of responsibility and accountability to the community

and/or students is a valid realistic philosophy. Also, it agrees

with the Carnegie sponsored "change in education" proposal being

carried out by higher education associations (see bibliography),

that the colleges are responsible to more than 'rationalistic'

(Thornton, 1960) university-discipline-oriented approaches, or

program-oriented specialized programs which prepare the students

for work! There are also societal and individual needs to be met

by the institutions.

.B. The second area of significance as per Roueche, Moore,

Gleazer andThornton, was in the Developmental Studies area.

Specifically, S.P.J./Fs-has difficulties in this area. An interview

1.5



with Ms. 'Helen V. McLean, Department ChairMan of Directed Studies,

S.P.J.C., revealed that it was necessary to go out and recruit

students for these programs. Also, she felt that the regular

courses in Social Sciences were constructed so as to allow m st

students to make a "C" grade on a regular course. This removed ,

the great need for the remedial courses and the stigma associated

with such a,course.

Data on the Directed Studies revealed only three courses

Government, Psychology and Sociology "-- were offered, and the

student demand was low. Possible isolation and stigma (Roueche

Moore) and faculty assignments to the area could have caused

problems.

The Conclusion was that there was no real Directed Studies

(Developmental) on campus in Social Sciences (see Thornton, 1960,

p. 203),

C. The, third area of significance was the transition from a

traditional "junior" c011ege to a "community" college,

In a

problem

study by one of the researchers (Worley,f 1973) on this

Iolloviring analysis was made on the phIblem. The 40.1

searcher Used Easton's model for analysis._ From(Section 1, A

16
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"Ca.1966, fewer than 13% of SPJC students were en-
rolled in technical-continuing education, and in 1972
over 40%. New staff, recruitment personnel, develop-
ing specialized curriculum, administrative worker and
resources problems caused an emergency Nanning,
activating and evaluating of these technical areas.
Result: Rapid expansion.".

From Section,l, C

"Second, wants filomCprogram technical-education areas
were processed into demands (eg., in,tracampus paper,
Blue & White, for 3 years has listed technical -

vocational- continuing education courses -- new --
while.no more then 3 courses -- new -- have been
offered in junior college areas).- The same paper
lists deletions at a high rate - foreign language,
philosophy, math, religion, some behavioral sciences.
Requirements for associate degrees have not inte-
grated regular college courses into curriculum. 1974
has experienced a movement to correct this imbalance.
Channel capacities are sufficient to process demands.
'Yet,, administrators increase stress by not converting
faculty demands in traditional education. Example:
Community colleges have an 'open-door' policy while
SPJC had a 'revolving-door' policy."

The discussion was an attempt to suggest a passive rigidity

0 has set in SPJC whereby the two-program and discipline - are pro-

tected from each other.

"SPJC has appropriate gatekeepers to care for demand
load on sub-systems. The power structure insures
this with a directive to go through channels! (paper
brevity does not permit an analysis of sub-systems).
However, there is a wide distribution of 'gatekeepers':
Almost a hydra-headed web to receive demands, and
rlduce demands. There is little or no room for
'unmediated inputs.' SPJC ),s a maze of, small empires!"

17



Moore describes it well (1970, pp. 220-221) as he calls the

administrators, chairmen, and deans "administrative sentinels"

to guard against the destruction of these empires.

The researchers suggest a 40% special required curricula, a

,40% general education curricula, and a 20% electives as per

Thornton (1960, p. 189). This is making specific the demands
0

?",-of other scholars cit?O in this study in their attempt to bring

bout change to a liberal education philosophy and fact for the

colleges.

Vi., The Implications of Related Research on the Study:

A. The literature points toward a more "active freedom" to

meet student demands (needs) at the community college:

This study has-attempted 'to construct a model on which to

show the 'passie41151dity' in this college to change.

Second, the model developed gave a method for analysis

of Program-based and Discipline-based education.

Third, it gave a method for increasing the importance of

student-demands and/or decreasing/increasing program-

demands or course-demands.

B. Finally, the study gave a model that can be used to study

the area. over a three-year period to:

18
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(a), help synthesize the Program-Divipline areas,

'0) better project enrollments in the college;

(c) aid college governance areas in decision-making.

Conclusion:

There has been no (to the researchers' knowledge) study of

this type made to specifically construct this model.

Therefore, there was a paucity of literature in th4s area.'

VIA. Procedures

A. Procedures for the development of a model -- Course-Program

Priority Value Matrix -- to study thefrogr m-Coure

priority demands were carried out by the following method:

1. First, a program- course priority value scale for

courses was arbitrarily seta 5 for. Special Re-
.

quired courses, 4 for General Required courses,

3 for.DevelOpmental courses, 2 for suggested elec-

tives, and l'for elective courses.

This value priority
\
scale was developed by (1) in-

terviews with faculty counselors and administrators,

(2) by using collegeanduniversity bulletins, and

(3) by an interview with the Directed Studies Depart-
,

ment at S.P.J.C.

1.9
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, 2. A Program-Coarse Priority Value model was set up

(see 13.24) to compare program and course demands.

The 'value scale' assigned a value tb each course.

The total value foreach course was obtained and the

highest value course was given a 1.00. All other

course demands were obtained based on the 1.po

(see results, p.24 ), (Table 11).

3. A computer 'print-out' for the total student demands

for course - credit hours was obtained from the

Director of Intitutional Research, SPJC. Then,

demand analysis was run on-the highest priority

demand course (1.00) to the lowtst priority demand

course ('.000) based on the number of credit hoursrper

course in the Department of Social Sciences (see,
a

17

p. 23 ); (Table I).

'4. A computer 'print-out' for the total cost of each

credit hour per course Ous interdepartmental cost

was obtained fromthe same source (X.A-.3);A cost

analysis was run on each course and a 1.00 was

assi:gned the lowest-cost per crediehour course and

a rank order of. cost for each subsequent course

based on the 1.00 (see p.24), (Table 11).

I
20
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a

5. A program based cid the formula ....:

Pt =A 13'.( 2) +.0 (P3)

A'+ B + C'

Pt = total cumulative priority value

P1 = Program-Course Priority-Matri,x .(1.00)

P2 = Student Demands (..95)

P3 ( est/Cours Hour
3

. .50)

,

was fed intd thJ computer and the data for P
1,

p
2,

'and,

P
3
Was then fed into the'computer. The Cumulative

Priority value scale was then based on the computer

analysis of the three (3). factors.

The results gave a demand priority whereby each

course could be ranked on a numerical scale -

N. This,was.then developed as. per Table 11, p.

B. Analysis of Data

1. The CPPM Table 1 indicates a rigid program-based orienta-

tion to'specialization in specific.fields with the

majority of the "non-university parallel" less "than

5% electives. This sustains the'secondpart of the

research hypothesit: that there is a trend toper-

petuate a program-technical-vocational-based education..

0
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2. Both CPPM Table 1 and CRV Table 11, Col. 4, indicate'.
9

a discipline-based orientation Department of Social

Sciences.

a.. Social Science courses were low-priority
I

deMand courses in other than iversity-I

'parallel programs.
I/

. Most Socia) Science cour ere offered to

meet discipline need (i.e., university demands

'and faculty workloads) .

c. Most Social Science courses were offered as

electives with little or no demand from the

Program-oriented areas.

d. Social Science DepartMent showed little or no

developmental studies ,program, per se. However,

some evidences indicate that some instructors

in the classroom were responding to developmental

needs of students through individualized-

independent approaches to student needs.

3. The model developed for Program-course demands has

given statistical data for course scheduling with a

priority scale. (see p.24). However, the priority

demands (1.00), (.95), (.50) may be changed to empha-

size the value importance of each area after greater

experience (study) on a time sequence, and the

utilization of the model.

22
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VIII. Results

I. The researchers' hypothesis was sustained. The dichotomy

between program-based and discipline:-based education

was sustained in the`' Department of Social Sciences.

2. There was no evidence that any real change to liberal

education was being affected in the results of the

study. Table I indicated that only two of five required.

courses (Government 152 - 153) held a high demand

priority in the programs et the college. Table II indi-
.

cated that most social science courses have a low

priority demand, and only psychology, sociology, and

logic have any priority demand. These three courses

are university parailel courses, per se.

3. The Department of Social Sciences has not been synthesized

into the 'community college' philosophy and for two

possible causes has maintained a discipline protection

in attempting to hold _its course offerings in a tra-

ditional perspective. (1) The Curriculum Committee

and Program kreas have fallen into a continuation of

the dichotomy to prepare the student for work (Gleazer,

1973, pp. 182-185). (2) The discipline orientation of

the'managers' would indicate they still think in terms

of'University parallel programs and do not understand

23



t the 'community cotlege concept' as per Gleazer, Moore,

Roueche, et al.

.4. The 'decision-makers' have given little or no evidence

of meeting student demands (needs) as described in the

)liberal education vis-a-vis the Carnegie Foundation

study cited.

The Developmental Studies area has little affect on
t

student behavior (learning). Three courses are offered

(Government, Psychology, Sociology), but the student

demand was too small to measure.

6. There is one positive evidence as to some movement toward

liberal education in the Individual Discovery (ID 150)

courses offered in the Department of Social Sciences.

IX. Recommendations

1. The researchers recommend that the 'decisi.on- makers' in

governance adopt a policy of 40% specialization require-

ments, 40% general education requirements and 20%

electives so the student can break-out of this rigid

'tracking' system (Moore, Gleazer, Roueche, Thornton)

(Roueche, 1973, p.16).

The assumption technical students do not need liberal

education has been discussed by the above scholars. All
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assume this liberal need for students in a-community

colltge. And the quandary,4ow-to meet state,

regional and other educational requirements?" is noted

by the researchers.- However, the change qs needed nowl
- --

2..The researchers recommend that the dicipline-based-

'department, per se, move toward a modified change to

allow interdisciplinary courses to be taught to meet

the above demands. This would mean a Mbvement from

just'university parallel courses.

A synthesis between prograM-.based and discipline-based
0

is essential to this Department of Sociai,Sciences if

it is to survive (Gleazer, pp. 182-183).

3. The researchers recommend that study of this model

developed be continued over athree-year period, with

more study on priority value scales 'and values, to give

governance a methodto make decisions based on statis-

tically reliable data on both program and course

offerings. Too many courses in Social Sciences have a

low or no priority scale in the programs of the college.

fx,
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Table 11

CUMULATIVE STUDENT COURSE PROGRAM PRIORITY MATRIX
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

(1.00)
COURSE CPPM

GT 152
GT 153
PY 132
SY 226
LC 114
PY 210
PY 120
PY 208
ES 224
EN 132
RY 2J1
ES 210
ES 225
EN 108
EN 110

' SY 227
HY 120
PLI272
PY 240
EU 213
HY 121

230
H 100

FY 158
HY 23,1'
.RE 139
PY 231
HY 237
_SY 229
SY 260
RE 138
PY 202
SY 285
ID 150
'EN 215
GY 202
SY 154
ES 101
py 201
PL232

101
PH 120
EN 216
EN 217
HY 232
HY 2IQ
PH 250
41114 251

Y 157
SY 160
SY 259
UP 150

(.95)
PSDV

-(.5Q)
PCDV CRV RANK/ORDER

1.000
.702
.635
.513
..459

.371

.398

F:000
.570
.630
.360.

.140

.110

.055.

.880

. 877
/
.764
.Y60
.650
_7773
'.750

.324" .120 .747

.337 .108 .700

.324 .690

.3,17 .050 .78.0

.385

.337
-.041

.062
.650
.670 .

.297 .050 .750

.297 .048 ..743

.304 .040 .740

.270 .085 .700

.270 .055 .750

.270 .039 .770

.297 .023 .745 .

.270 .080 .680

.310 .053 .640

.277 .060 .690

.277 .014 .750

.310 ..047 .600

.270 .023 .720

.283 .019 .684

.270 .007 .730

.270 .020, .700

.270 .030 .670

.270 .028 .660

.277 .014 660

.270 .007 .630

.270 .060. .490

.270 .008 .580

.270 .013 .550

.270 .013 .540
4290 .010 .450
.270 .022 .450
.270 .010 .450
.270 :004 .340
.277 .003 .000

1,9755
,.6865 2

.6594 3
*.5041 4
.3692 5
.3518 6
.3368 7

8
9

I iii

.3153

.2915

.2906

;0'1

.2846

.2825

.2771

.2712

.2672

:M
.2619
.2608

...2586
.2558M
.2335
.2317
.2275
.2254
.2141

.1811

.1142

4
3

0

2

1

5

16
17

'22
21

18

19
20

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

32
33

31

34
35
36

38
29
40

37

41
42

*Not Offered 1973-4 - Nq Data
**New Course for 1974-5- No Data
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